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I. The Objective 

To examine which of the examples in (1) constitute ‘complex predicates’, following 
Butt’s (2005) definition and typology:  

Butt’s  (2005) working definition of a complex predicate: A (polyclausal) argument 
structure that corresponds to a monoclausal functional structure (a single subject; a single 
primary event predication). Examples of H-U predications that are definitely com-
plex predicates, i.e. they contain single subject, a single event predication, a main 
verb and a light verb:  

o Aspectual Complex Predicates: likh lena, parh daalnaa, etc. 
o Permissives: banaane diiyaa, lane diiyaa, etc. 
o Causatives: banwaanaa, paRhwaanaa, etc. 
o (Dis)abilitatives: paRhi (nahiiN) jaati, calaa (nahiiN) jaataa 
o N-V\A-V complexes: yaad aana, saaf karnaa 

1)  a.  Ram-ne  Sita-ko  xush kiyaa 
   Ram-ERG Sita-ACC happy do. PERF.MSG 
   'Ram made Sita happy.' 
 b.  Ram  xush hua 

Ram happy be. PERF.MSG 
‘Ram became happy.' 

 c.  Ram  xush hai 
Ram happy be. PRES.3MSG 

   ‘Ram is happy.' 

 The question is relevant once again because of ad-
vances in the characterisation of argument structure 
since Butt (1995) (Hale & Keyser 1998, 2002 et pas-
sim, Harley 1996), whereby a light verb – the v pro-
jection – is a “basic element” of argument structure. 

o A stative v is interpreted as “BE”, transitive v = 
“CAUSE”, unaccusative v = “BECOME” 

 The question is also relevant to Distributed Mor-
phology, which builds a thesis of morphological de-
composition of roots on the Hale & Keyser deconstruction of argument structure: 

2) The Bifurcation Thesis for Roots (BTR): If a component of meaning is introduced by a se-
mantic rule that applies to elements in combination, then that component of meaning cannot 
be part of the meaning of a [morphological] root (Embick 2009: 1).  

 In other words, decompositional operators such as CAUSE and BECOME are intro-
duced syntactically and are not part of the meanings of morphological roots, the 
simple lexemes (bound, precategorial in DM) from which words are formed. 
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 In Change of State predications, the root has always some stative meaning – i.e. 
COS predications are morphosyntactically derived from a state denoting morphological 
root, as in e.g., Embick (2004). 

 

II. Background 

Deajectivals and Denominal predicates in English: Take adjectives\nouns as the base for 
the derivation of the predicational forms. 

o Deadjectival: clear, cool, darken, enlarge, lower, narrow, be hungry, be sad. 

The Lexical Conceptual Structure of these predicates differs: 

Unergative Unaccusative\Causative Transitive 
sneeze, cough clear, cool, darken, lower, narrow saddle, shelve, book, seat 

Hale and Keyser (1993, 1997, 1998, 2002): Denominal 
and deadjectival predicates are derived by a process of 
incorporation, which they dub as conflation. As the 
empty heads have a defective p(honological)-
signature, and are uninterpretable at PF, the operation 
of conflation, which consists in the process of copying 
the p-signature of the complement into the p-signature 
of the head  [Hale & Keyser 2002:63], ensures PF con-
vergence.  

 
The Causative alternation:  

3) a. The gravy thinned     IS EITHER JUST THE LOWER  VP, OR vbecome BUT NO EA  
b. The cooked thinned the gravy  IS A FULL vPcause WITH EA  

III. Hindi-Urdu Deadjectival Predication 

There are no deadjectivals, really speaking, as all adjectivals must use a ‘helping verb’ in 
either their causative or unaccusative forms: 

4)  a.  Ram-ne  Tebal  saaf kii 
    Ram-ERG table clean do. PERF.3FSG 
    'Ram cleaned the table.' 
  b.  Tebal  saaf hui 

table clean be. PERF.3FSG 
   The table became clean.' 

5)  a.  Ram-ne  daal  patlii kii 
   Ram-ERG dal  thin do. PERF.3FSG 
   'Ram thinned the daal.' 

v"

vP"
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 b.  daal  patli hui 
table thin be. PERF.3FSG 

   The dal thinned.' 

Contrast this with the behaviour of the break-type change of state verbs that do not use 
light verbs at all. Rather, here unaccusative variants use a perfective participle: 

6)  a.  Ram-ne  Tebal  toRii  
   Ram-ERG table broke. PERF.FSG 
   'Ram broke the table.' 
 b.  Tebal  TuuTii 

table broke. PERF.FSG 
The table became clean.' 

 a.  Ram-ne  dibiiyaa  kholii 
Ram-ERG little box opened. PERF.FSG 
'Ram thinned the dal.' 

 b.  dibiyaa  khulii 
little box  opened. PERF.FSG 
The little box opened.' 

Hindi thus appears to lack deadjectival predicates of the English kind across the board. In 
other words, conflation seems to absent – but why? Two options here: 

 Hale and Keyser (1998): Their argument for A+V conflation is built on the observa-
tion that in Korean transitive clean is realized as clean + do. They suggest that the dif-
ference between the two languages is simply that Korean is analytic but English is 
synthetic. This entails that both karnaa and honaa must be lower Vs. 

 Me: Both karnaa and honaa are lexicalizations of v. This is the argument that I will 
now build, but first we must go on a long excursus.  

IV. Excursus: The distinction between COS classes 

One attempt to explain the differences between the break-type COS verbs and deadjectivals 
is in Koontz-Garboden (2011), who argues against the claim that all COS verbs are built 
on a state-denoting morphological root:  

A) Deadjectival verbs and break-type verbs contrast morphologically cross-linguistically 

7) Kim ate a red\reddened apple. 
8) Kim had a broken car. 

Koontz-Garboden: Although Embick (2004) treats these fact that the break-class takes no 
special aspectual morphology to indicate the stative versus the resultative  as an acci-
dent of English morphology, this difference is crosslinguistically applicable -- the mor-
phological roots that break-type verbs are built on do not form state-denoting words like 
the roots of deadjectival verbs do. The crosslinguistic morphological generalization is that 
words naming property concept states are consistently of one morphological shape, while words 
naming result states like cooked, broken, split, etc. are another (often deverbal). 
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B) Deadjectival verbs and break-type verbs contrast semantically  

9) Semantic predictions of the BTR 
a) Simple adjectives (e.g., red) will not entail a prior event. 
b) Adjectives derived from deadjectival verbs (e.g., reddened) will entail a prior event. 
c) Since break-type verbs realize both structures (6a) and (6b),  they will not entail a 

prior event (since in any particular context, the adjective could be realizing (6a)).  

Only (12a) and (12b) are confirmed: 
10) a. The red dirt has never been reddened. 

b. #The reddened dirt has never been reddened.  
c. #The shattered vase has never been shattered.   

The semantic upshot: While the lexical semantic root of deadjectival verbs like redden is 
accessible in the form of their morphological roots like red, this is not the case for verbs 
like break. The only morphological form in which they can be state denoting is a dever-
bal one. This morphologically deverbal form is also semantically deverbal.   

Two solutions in the literature 

Koontz-Garboden (2005): An alternative would be to give √BREAK a denotation that is 
still stative, but which requires that the state be brought about by a change, as in (14): 
11) ჼ√break�= λs∃e[BECOME(e,s)∧¬whole′(s)] 
The root could still compose (compositionally) with all the normal functional projec-
tions. What the existential statement in the root does is simply guarantee that there will 
be a prior change. This analysis correctly predicts that there will be no ‘basic state’ read-
ing with break-type roots. 

Embick (2009): red and break-type morphological roots must have different kinds of 
denotations. His proposal: rather than taking a DP as an argument, as is assumed for 
roots denoting predicates of states (e.g., √red), √break has v as a sister. √break denotes a 
predicate of events (composing with little-v by predicate modification) and takes an un-
specified state as an argument.   

) Ulwa (Koontz-Garboden 2006; fieldnotes)

a. “deadjectival” verbs
state non-causative COS causative COS
auh– ‘fat’ auh-ta– ‘fatten’ auh-ta– ‘fatten’
pau– ‘red’ pau-ta– ‘redden’ pau-ta–‘redden’
yam– ‘good’ yam-pa– ‘become better’ ?
dut– ‘bad’ dut-ta– ‘get worse’ ?

b. break-type verbs (unmarked meaning of root in –ta/pa–; Koontz-Garboden 2009b)
state non-causative COS causative COS
∗ bah-wa– ‘break (intrans)’ bah-ta– ‘break (trans)’
∗ lah-wa– ‘boil (intrans)’ lah-ta– ‘boil (trans)’
∗ birh-da– ‘tear (intrans)’ birh-pa– ‘tear (trans)’
∗ bis-da– ‘rip (intrans)’ bis-pa– ‘rip (trans)’
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V. Back to Hindi Adjectival Predicates 

Surprising results: 

12)  a. ye   patlaa  raastaa kabhi nahiiN  patlaa  kiyaa gayaa hE 
   this  thin street never   thin done PASS is  
   ‘This narrow street has never been narrowed.' 

  b. *ye  patlaa (hua)  hua raastaa kabhi nahiiN  patlaa  kiyaa gayaa hE 
   ‘This narrowed street has never been narrowed.' 

  c.  # ye  patlaa  kiyaa  hua raastaa  kabhi nahiiN  patlaa  kiyaa gayaa  
     this  thin done BEC street  never   thin done PASS  
   ‘This narrowed street has never been narrowed.' 

13)  a. ye   TuuTii (hui) botal  kabhi  nahiiN  toRii  gayii thii 
   this  broken   bottle was never break PASS was  
   ‘This broken  bottle has never been broken.' 

  b. *ye  toRii botal  kabhi nahiiN  toRii  gayii thii 
   ‘This broken  bottle has never been broken.' 

  c. # ye   toRii hui  botal  kabhi  nahiiN  toRii  gayii thii 
   this  broken  bottle was never break done PASS is  
   ‘This broken  bottle has never been broken.' 
(

Key Observations 

 It is the break-type participles that behave like simple statives, i.e. deverbal adjec-
tives. 

 A+ honaa forms entail a prior event, as do A+karnaa ones; i.e. they must be occupy-
ing v-type eventive heads, and not V heads. A+honaa entails a vP with a BECOME 
meaning and A+karnaa ones entail a vP with a CAUSE meaning.  

 The basic state reading of adjectivals is inaccessible when they occur in construc-
tion with honaa/karnaa  (cf. (15b,c), just as in English.  

 Although there is not much difference between the two solutions in the literature, 
it seems to me that the Embick proposal is on the right track. 

 
Key Consequences 

 The unaccusative for break-type verbs is not syntactically derived, in that we must 
posit two separate lexical entries for TuuTna and toRna: 
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14) a.    vP      b.       vP  
2            2 

vBE( (((BROKE((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( vCAUSE( ST(
   2               2 

( ( ( ( ( ( BROKEN( DP( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (     √BREAK DP  

 The entries for (de)adjectivals: 

15) a.    vP      b.       vP  
2            2 

vBE( ( √SAAF( v( ( √SAAF(
   2          2     2 

( ( ( ( ( ( √SAAF( DP( ( ( ( ( ( ((((( ( √KAR-\√HO-  v   √SAAF(DP(   

Hindi does not need conflation because it can lexicalize v. The difference between honaa 
and karnaa is w.r.t. their EA taking properties – become lacks an EA specifier, and (puta-
tively) a v that assigns ACC, hence its unaccusative like properties. 

 Explains why ‘passive’ auxiliaries can attach to both types of predications -- 
they are both events: 

16)   Tebal  saaf kii/ho  gayii 
   table clean do/became 
   ‘The table was cleaned.' 

Are saaf karnaa and saaf honaa ‘complex predicates’? 
YES, if we agree with Butt (2005) that v hosts light verbs (alone?). But then, how does one 
explain (17), where two light verbs co-occur  (disallowed in all other contexts): 

17)   Ram-ne  Tebal  saaf kar  Daalii 
   Ram-ERG table clean do  put. PERF.3FSG 
   'Ram cleaned the table (completive).' 
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